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Preliminary Material in prep for first iteration  

Informal consultation scheduled Fri 15:00-16:00 to take up technical expert review, Saturday 

session changed to Friday 18:00-19:00. 

Streamline proposals, point out numbers for others to find more easily 

 

Philippines:  

1. Big gaps concerning articles 4.5, 10.6, 11 

a. Purpose of transparency of support framework is to provide clarity, but there is a 

big gap in capturing ongoing processes that in themselves contain redundancies 

on modalities and procedure.  

b. Global environment facility focused on capacity building, how is funding being 

provided? 

2. Looking at measurement and verification 

a. We have started tabular formula for reporting financial help received to 

developing from developed 

b. Standing committee on finance assessing climate finance flows 

c. Support provided mainly from institutions outside normal finance institutions 

d. Now in prep of 3rd biennial assessment 

i. How is it going to be scaled up? Talking about actions enabled by 

enhanced support, not just article 9.7 but also 9.5 of Paris agreement.  

1. 9.1 obligation 

2. 9.3 motivation 

ii. mitigation and adaptation taking into account priorities of developing countries 

Says adaptation finance will be under grant financing 

- 10.6 has a lot going on – clear it up 

3. Transparency support 

- Are these predictable AND accessible? It’s fine to bundle, but we should make sure its 

accessible or it’s totally useless 

Australia: 

- Support provided and mobilized under article 9. Add: AND OTHER PARTIES that 

provide support on a voluntary basis. 

A4: duplicative paragraphs on capacity building and technology transfer, they could be 

wrapped into one paragraph 

  

Switzerland: 

1.     Section E2, would like to see the option that this is not necessary 

a. National circumstances 

2.     Word qualitative is missing in several places 

https://ringosnet.files.wordpress.com/2017/06/apa_1-4_agenda_item_5_preliminary_material_08112017_03-02.pdf


3.     We see room for streamlining: E1 and E2 are not necessary, would be captured at the 

beginning 

4.     E3 could just have a place holder and don’t need the rest of the elements except for 

underlying assumptions for capacity building and technology transfer 

5.     E4, E5 can be place holders 

6.     E6, E7, we agree with Australia that these can be combined 

 

EU: 

1.     Streamline and clarify it 

a.     The approaches used in relation to placeholder for outputs 

               i. Confusing to have first place holder and then text 

 

Brazil: 

1.     Session E – financial, capacity building (articles 9-11 Paris) 

a. We don’t foresee the need for para below each heading 

b.  If we will report about national circumstances, we only do this once – so streamline it 

c.  Institutional arrangements depend on country 

d.  E3/4: why have we put placeholders in some of these areas? Long lists of elements 

we aren’t sure need to be there anyways. Make better use of the placeholders and 

understand what we gain to achieve with the placeholders 

e. E5 has a placeholder, but it is about support provided by other parties that is a 

SHOULD required by paris agreement. Should not be a CHOICE. 2nd element below E5 

says choose flexibility  - it should say, once you choose it, you can have flexibility on 

how to apply it 

f.  E6/7 Technology: list of requirements 

 

China: 

Confusing “E4- support provided” identifies C and E (non-developed)– not clear distinction 

between developed and other.  

 

Saudi Arabia (On behalf of Arab Group) 

1.     Cannot accept the different groups (C and E) because Paris was negotiated very 

delicately. We have achieved a balance and it is lost in this document 

a.    Shall/ should requirement is lost in this document 

 

US 

1.     Opportunities for streamlining: 

a. Not sure we need an objectives and principles section, much is already captured in 

PA 

b. Placeholders for info substance and accounting are not clear. Must be clear they are 

alternatives 

c. MPGs on support provided and mobilized by other parties should be the same for 

other parties – e5,e7, e9 

2.    Additional information needed on technology and capacity building: 



a. Missing: Tech, transport, support provided (10e6) 

3.     Description of strategy and approach party has takcn to support tech and transport 

including case studies, qual and quant info 

India 

4.     We need internationally agreed methods for reconciling financial support provided 

  

South Africa 

1.     We want specific heading for support provided for prep of ndcs transparency, capacity 

building 

  

Ecuador 

1.     Context of reporting is important 

2.     Reflecting references of support provided, this must be reflected in all subheadings, in E2, 

country driven strategies, needs and priorities of dev countries, how is support being provided 

and what, is it appropriate? 

3.     We differentiate support provided and support mobilized. Very different. 

4.     Finance, tech, CP all diff 

5.     What is objective on info mobilization? Make sure support reflects needs, ability, and 

responsiveness. 

  

ILAC 

- mirror reporting methods 

A lot of Planning work and analysis required 

  

Egypt 

-       E2 Important to reflect 9.5 as separate E item, very important on how we move forward 

-       E3/4 – not clear 

-       Mobilization 

  

Philippines 

-       Forgetting ongoing important process; para 45 of decision 1 CP4- least developed 

countries group 

-       7.14c review of effectiveness of support for adaptation, should be more captured 

EU: cannot accept having heading related to article 9.5 

  

Iraq: 

-       support intervention made by Philippines on behalf of g77 and china 

-       intervention, para 9 b4 about capacity building. This is critical, not only for ldcs but also to 

improve their ghg measuring 

-       conflict zone; hard to produce the ghg inventories and keep track of data 


